RAMEDIS: the rare metabolic diseases database.
The RAMEDIS system is a platform-independent, web-based information system for rare diseases based on individual case reports. It was developed in close cooperation with clinical partners and collects information on rare metabolic diseases in extensive detail (e.g. symptoms, laboratory findings, therapy and genetic data). This combination of clinical and genetic data enables the analysis of genotype-phenotype correlations. By using largely standardised medical terms and conditions, the contents of the database are easy to compare and analyse. In addition, a convenient graphical user interface is provided by every common web browser. RAMEDIS supports an extendable number of different genetic diseases and enables cooperative studies. Furthermore, use of RAMEDIS should lead to advances in epidemiology, integration of molecular and clinical data, and generation of rules for therapeutic intervention and identification of new diseases. RAMEDIS is available from http://www.ramedis.de Thoralf Töpel (thoralf.toepel@uni-bielefeld.de).